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We discuss the embedding of R-Parity preserving Minimal Left Right Supersym-
metric models into Pati-Salam and SO(10) GUTs.
Super-Kamiokande observations strongly suggest |mνµ − mντ | ∼ .05eV
and so, barring fine tunings, we expect mν < 10
−1eV . Then if the neutrino
is a Dirac particle (i.e νR is light) the relevant yukawa yντ ≤ 10−13. Else
superheavy νR deouple from the low energy dynamics leaving a light majorana
νL. Then the leading (d = 5) operator for neutrino mass ((H
†L)2) occurs with
coefficientM−1 with M ≥ 1015GeV . Within the seesaw scenario1,2 MνR ∼M .
New Physics at large scales motivates Supersymmetry to maintain the
structural stability of the theory against radiative disruption. MνR ∼ MGUT
raises hopes of a window into GUT physics via neutrino masses and vice versa3.
Spontaneous, renormalizable MνR implies a Higgs with L = 2 is needed. The
νR field makes B − L anomaly free and thus gaugeable. The MSSM loses
the B,L symmetries of the SM due to the sfermions which allow B,L violat-
ing yukawas which imply catastrophic nucleon decay. Imposing matter parity
(PM = (−)3(B−L)) or equivalently R parity (Rp = PM (−)2S)4 is the nearly
unique5 cure. It restores B,L at least at the renormalizable level. Protection
against gravitational violation then strongly motivates gauging of B − L. If
only B − L even fields get vevs Rp is preserved. In fact one can prove9,11that
Supersymmetric theories with a renormalizable seesaw mechanism imply that
Rp will be exact in the effective MSSM (with neutrino masses) after heavy νRs
are integrated out : susy-seesaw based on B-L even vevs leaves the low energy
theory with an Lepton number symmetry violated only by the neutrino mass
operator. So sneutrino vevs lead to a unnaceptably light (<< MZ/2) would
be Majoron which is emphatically ruled out by the Z width.
Left-Right symmetric theories6 with gauge groupGLR ≡ SU(3)c×SU(2)L×
SU(2)R × U(1)B−L naturally gauge B-L?. Parity is only spontaneously bro-
ken. The Higgs doublets of the MSSM are in a (1, 2, 2, 0) while the U(1)B−L
breaking is via ∆ = (1, 3, 1, 2),∆ = (1, 3, 1,−2),∆c = (1, 1, 3,−2), ∆c =
(1, 1, 3, 2). These pairings ensure anomaly cancellation and also permit susy
preserving breaking to the SM gauge group.
Important variants contain a parity odd singlet(POS) field σ which couples
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to the ∆ fields as W = σ(∆∆ −∆c∆c) +Mσ2. Its vev introduces spectrum
asymmetry and so also (via running of couplings ) coupling asymmetry. The
POS based LR Susy model initially introduced 7 broke charge8 for generic
high MR . Minimal Left Right Symmetric models (MSLRMs) cure
9 this by
introducing B-L neutral triplets Ω(1, 3, 1, 0),Ωc(1, 1, 3, 0) or using
10. superpo-
tentials W = ∆4/M + ..... The < Ωc > breaks SU(2)R → U(1)R followed by
U(1)R×U(1)B−L → U(1)Y breaking via the right handed ∆cs. This permits a
heirarchy MR >> MB−L >> M
2
B−L/MR >> MW , where the importance of
the geometric scale is that entire left handed triplets have mass at that scale.
The non-renormalizable case is even more dramatic. < ∆c >∼ √m∆M ∼MR
leads to masses ∼M2R/M for the fields (δ0c + δ¯0c), δ++c , δ¯++c ,∆,∆, H ′, H
′
. Such
light or intermediate mass scale multiplets are generic12 and provide important
constraints on LR models. The low energy effective theory of such models is
the MSSM with exact R-parity and seesaw neutrino masses .
How may we embed MSLRMs into SUSY GUTs so that they may inherit
exact R-parity for the low energy theory even after B−L is broken and neutrino
masses arise ? An SO(10) GUT based on the Higgs multiplets 45, 54, 126, 126
which has MSSM with R-parity as its low energy limit was given13 but the
relationship between the MSLRMs introduced above (and their variants which
include the POS) is quite rich..
MSLRMs embed easily in the Pati-Salam model with gauge group SU(2)L
×SU(2)R × SU(4)C . The fermions embed into (2, 1, 4) ⊕ (1, 2, 4¯) multiplets
while the ∆s with B−L = ±2 extend to SU(4) 10-plets. The breaking SU(4)→
SU(3)× U(1)B−L is via (1, 1, 15) . Since the LR symmetry is external to the
Gauge group the POS is an additional singlet (i.e not in (1,1,15) as in SO(10))
(see below). The basic MSLRM’s (no POS) embed using SU(4) singlet Ωs or
else allowing W ∼ ∆4/M . As before one gets intermediate mass multiplets in
both cases . POS variants are also easy to write down.
Embedding MSLRMs in the SO(10) GUTs is more subtle. PS (2, 1, 4)⊕
(1, 2, 4¯) matter fermions of each generation embed into 16 plets of SO(10),
∆,∆c pairs embed into 126, 126 . A renormalizable superpotential that breaks
SO(10) to the Pati-Salam group and then to the LR symmetric group (Chain
a)) or G214 (Chain b)) and finally to the MSSM via 126 vevs was constructed
13.
Chain a) proceeds via < (1, 1, 15) > ⊂ 45 and Chain b) via < (1, 3, 1) >. LR
symmetry embeds in SO(10) as DLR ∼ σ23σ67. Then < (1, 1, 1, 0) > ⊂ <
(1, 1, 15) > is Parity odd and so the theory below the PS breaking scale is
not left-right symmetric though GLR is . The light Higgs below MPS descend
from decuplets or (1,1,15) and include no Ωs but have POS (1,1,1,0) and a
colored companion (1,1,8,0). This case thus has non-renormalizable terms
(induced by integrating out the heavy superfields) and a POS i.e it embeds the
2
POS variant of the second MSLRM. One loop RG anaysis of gauge running
shows MPS ,MR,MB−L ∼ 10−1MX which is lowered with them and hence
the d = 6 contribution to nucleon decay re-emerges even in the SUSY case.
TypicallyMR,MC ,MB−L ∼ 1013.5− 1014.5GeV whileMX ≥ 1015.5GeV (from
requirements of nucleon stability).
Chain b) utilizes the Ωc(1, 3, 1) ∈ 45 to break SU(2)R → U(1)R. It embeds
the PS version of the model with Ωs into SO(10). Thus the POS and Ω variants
are mutually exclusive in GUTs based on the 45 of SO(10).
To decouple parity and SU(4) breaking needs SO(10) models based upon14
210 which has a parity odd (1,1,1) submultiplet and a Parity even (1,1,1,0)
multiplet. The parity even (1, 1, 1, 0) ⊂ (1, 1, 15) ⊂ 210 will break to GLR
group maintaining DLR symmetry while the parity odd < (1, 1, 1) > violates
DLR.
As in MSLRM’s with higher dimensional terms , one may also construct
models based on the 45 and 126 alone (i.e no 54) using d > 4 terms, details
will appear.
To conclude : MSLRMs with exact RP embed non trivially into various
SO(10) and PS GUTs if the POS models are kept in mind. The one loop RG
analysis of the gauge couplings shows that the the intermediate scales lie close
to the unification scale so that a kind of “SU(5) conspiracy” holds. This is
due to the fact that violations of the survival principle in SUSY GUTs keep
certain colored and charged multiplets lighter than one would expect and their
contributions significantly constrain the possibility of intermediate scales.
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